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COMPONENTS
•	stickers	
•	lenticular	poster
•	campaign	adver tisement	poster
•	informational	brochure
•	web	site
•	produce	stand	(crates	containing	apples)
•	fact	plaques

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

COMMUNICATION	GOALS
•	present	both	sides	in	an	unbiased	manner

•	keep	scientific	information	to	a	minimum

•	present	information	in	a	wide	variety	of	scales

•	provide	sources	for	more	information

•	remain	open-minded	to	opinionated	audiences

 

OBJECTIVES

An	investigation	into	the	most	effective	way	to	accurately	communicate	
both	the	problems	and	solutions	of	a	controversial	issue	such	as	
genetically	modified	foods.

TARGET	AUDIENCE
•	anyone	that	is	unaware	and	aware

•	youth	culture	(18-30)

•	most	affected	by	genetically	modified	foods,	women

•	impressionable	minds

•	health	conscious

•	curious/open	minded

•	environmentally	conscious
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WEBSITES
•	www.krafty.org/geFree.html

•	www.gefoodaler t.org/

•	www.organicconsumers.org/campaigns.cfm

•	www.responsibletechnology.org

•	www.sierraclub.org/biotech/kraft.asp

•	www.consumersinternational.org

•	www.soilassociation.org/gm

•	www.rsnz.org

•	www.iatp.org/foodandhealth/

•	www.agobservatory.org/

•	www.truefoods.com

•	www.ers.usda.gov/AmberWaves/November03/Features/futureofbiotech.htm

•	www.pbs.org/wgbh/harvest/coming/coming.html

•	www.slowfoodusa.org/index.html

•	www.beaconoftruth.com/gmf.htm

•	www.vegsource.com/ar ticles/gmo_feed_myth.htm

			

BOOKS



RESEARCH	(SOURCE:	PBS.ORG)
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RESEARCH	(SOURCE:	PBS.ORG)
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STOCK	IMAGERY/	CUSTOM	PHOTOGRAPHY
(LEFT)	IMAGES	FOUND	ONLINE	OF	OTHER	CAMPAIGNS,	AND	IMAGERY	REGARDING	GENETICALLY	MODIFIED	FOODS																																				

(BELOW)	IMAGES	TAKEN/	PHOTO	DIRECTED	BY	NOVA	ASKUE
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LOGO	DEVELOPMENT	
(LEFT)	SKETCHES	FOR	LOGO	AND	CAMPAIGN	NAME	(BOTTOM)	EXAMPLES	OF	PRODUCE	STICKERS	ON	FRUIT	AND	VEGETABLES	(RIGHT)	MORE	
DEVELOPED	LOGOS,	THE	FINAL	LOGO	IS	THE	ONE	WITH	A	RED	OUTLINE.

LOOK 
CLOSER

LOOK 
CLOSER

GENETICALLY MODIFIED MYSTERIE
S
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LENTICULAR POSTERS
1 PROMISES HEALTH BENEFITS/TESTED ON HUMANS 2 EDIBLE VACCINES/EDIBLE PESTICIDES (VERSION 1)  3 EDIBLE VACCINES/EDIBLE 

PESTICIDES (VERSION 2)   4 EDIBLE VACCINES/EDIBLE PESTICIDES (VERSION 3) 5 GREED OVER NEED/ENDS WORLD HUNGER  

1

2

3 4

5
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SLOGAN	STICKERS	
(LEFT)	BRAINSTORMING	LISTS	OF	THE	PROS	AND	CONS	OF	GENETICALLY	MODIFIED	FOODS,	(BELOW)	POSSIBLE	EXECUTED	SLOGAN	STICKERS,	
FIRST	HALF	ARE	CONS,	SECOND	HALF	ARE	PROS.
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In developing countries, malnutrition is a 
grave problem, because people often have 
to rely on a single staple, such as rice, 
that on its own doesn’t supply sufficient 
nutrients. Food scientists hope to geneti-
cally modify crops to add vitamins and 
minerals.

Higher nutrition content, fiber, starch.  
Increased vitamins and minerals.  Lower 
calories and saturated fat.

fshfsdoghousd

Eventually GM plants will serve as 
environmentally friendly ‘factories’ that 
mass produce useful substances such as 
pharmaceuticals.  Scientists are hard at 
work trying to genetically ass vaccines to 
tomatoes or bananas, which will be easier 
to ship, store and administer.

 In the developing world, vitamin-A 
deficiency kills two million children each 
year, and another 500,000 become 
permanently blind.  To fix this, scientists 
hope to genetically modify cops to add 
vitamins and minerals. 

To reduce losses from sudden frosts, 
which can kill young plants, scientists 
have experimented with putting an 
antifreeze gene into tomato plants.

Today the vast majority of foods in 
supermarkets contain genetically modified 
substances whose effects on our health 
are unkown.

To help crops cope with disease, 
researchers are trying to genetically insert 
disease resistance into food plants.

Nature does not mix strawberries or 
tomatoes with fish, like scientists 
attempted to do when they inserted an 
antifreeze gene from fish into strawberries 
to help withstand frost.

GM crops may unintentionally introduce 
new allergens.  Given that genes can be 
introduced from unrelated species-- for 
example, a fish gene can be put into a 
plant-- some critics argue that the 
possibility of allergies might be greater 
than with traditionally bred crops.

Foraging animals, seed-eating birds, and 
soil insects will be exposed to a range of 
genetically engineered drugs, vaccines, 
industrial enzymes, plastics, and hundreds 
of other foreign substances for the first 
time, with untold consequences.

Since there are no regulations to label GM 
foods, consumers don’t have the option of 
choosing not to buy foods with GM 
ingredients, and if side affects arise, it’s 
ability to trace it back to the source is 
impossible.

Crops are being genetically modified to 
produce their own pesticides, in attempt 
to lessen the amount of pesticides that 
need to be sprayed on crops. However it 
may lead to reduced effectiveness of 
pesticides, which will then lead increased 
pesticide usage.

In a rush to secure patents and reap 
profits, biotech firms are deliberately 
over-promoting the benefits of GM 
technology and underestimating possible 
health, socioeconomic, and environmental 
hazards.

Today the vast majority of foods in 
supermarkets contain genetically modified 
substances whose effects on our health 
are unkown.

GM crops might prove too expensive for 
poor farmers in developing countries, thus 
further widening the gap between rich and 
poor.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION: GMMYSTERIES.ORG
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PRODUCE	STAND	
(LEFT)	SKETCHES		FOR	THE	MINI-PRODUCE	STAND	INCLUDING	A	POSTER	ABOVE,	AND	A	KEY	CONTAINING	INFO	THAT	CORRESPONDS	TO	STICKERS	
ON	FRUITS	AND	VEGETABLES.	(BELOW)	VISUAL	RESEARCH:	PRODUCE	SECTIONS,	SIGNAGE,	FRUIT	CRATES





WEB	SITE
(LEFT)	SKETCHES		FOR	WEB	SITE,	INCLUDING	SPLASH	INTRODUCTION.

BROCHURE
(BELOW)	IDEATION	OF	A	2-SIDED	ACCORDION	FOLDED	BROCHURE.
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LENTICULAR	POSTER
1	POSTER	VIEWED	FROM	THE	FRONT	2 EDIBLE	VACCINES	(LEFT	SIDE	VIEW):	WITH	BANANA	BACKGROUND												
3 TESTED	ON	YOU	(RIGHT	SIDE	VIEW):	WITH	TOMATO	BACKGROUND

1

2 3

PRODUCE	STAND
4	FACTS	THAT	SUPPORT	“GM	FOODS	ARE	A	SOLUTION”	&	“GM	FOODS	ARE	A	PROBLEM”	5 POSTER	DEFINING	
GENETICALLY	MODIFIED	FOODS		6 CRATES	FULL	OF	APPLES	7 PHOTO	OF	PRODUCE	STAND	AREA

EXECUTION
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5 6 7
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EXECUTION

SOLUTION	FACT	PLAQUES
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PROBLEM	FACT	PLAQUES
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www.LOOKCLOSER.info

70% OF THE FOODS IN STORES CONTAIN INGREDIENTS THAT ARE

GENETICALLY MODIFIED  

CAMPAIGN	POSTER
1 POSTER	INCLUDING	FACT	ABOUT	GM	FOODS

BROCHURE
2	SIDE	1	(GM	FOODS	ARE	A	PROBLEM)		3 SIDE	2	
(GM	FOODS	ARE	A	SOLUTION)		4 SIDE	1	FOLDED	
CLOSED		5 SIDE	1	FOLDED	CLOSED

EXECUTION
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WEB	SITE
WWW.LOOKCLOSER.INFO:	BEGINNING	WITH	ANIMATED	SPLASH	PAGE,	FOLLOWED	BY	INFORMATION,	AND	4	SEPARATE	PAGES	CONTAINING	INFO.



EVALUATION

SUCCESS AT MEETING OBJECTIVES
• PRESENTED BOTH PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS IN 
AN UNBIASED MANNER

• KEPT INFORMATION BRIEF AND TO THE POINT

• INCLUDED A WIDE VARIETY OF HIEARCHY IN 
COMPONENTS

• PUT VIEWER IN THE ENVIRONMENT WITH THE 
PRODUCE STAND OF APPLES

• IMAGES MADE THE WORDS GENETICALLY 
MODIFIED MORE PERSONAL

• THE LENTICULAR POSTER WAS WELL CRAFTED

• SOME CONFUSION RESULTED BY ABBREVIATING 
“GENETICALLY MODIFIED” TO GM

• GM= GENERAL MOTORS INSTEAD OF GENETICALLY 
MODIFIED

• COULD HAVE PUSHED IT FURTHER 

• COULD HAVE “DUMBED IT DOWN” MORE

QUALITY OF DESIGN
• SIMPLE

• CLEAR HIEARCHY

• ACCURATE COLOR CHOICE, ALTHOUGH THE ORANGE 
COULD HAVE HAD MORE CONTRAST, TO STAND UP 
AGAINST THE BLUE

• THE INSTALLATION WAS EFFECTIVE IN BEING 
APPROACHABLE FROM ALL ANGLES. 

SUMMARY
• CONVINCING CONSUMERS ABOUT CONTROVERSIAL 
TOPICS IS TOUGH, ESPECIALLY WHILE TAKING AN 
UNBIASED STANCE.

• AMERICANS ARE USED TO HAVING THEIR HAND 
HELD OR BEING TOLD WHAT TO DO, THEREFORE, 
PRESENTING BOTH SIDES OF A CONTROVERSIAL 
TOPIC, WITHOUT CONCLUDING WITH AN ANSWER IS 
VERY OPEN-ENDED.

CAMPAIGN STICKERS
(OPPOSITE PAGE) INSERTED IS A SHEET OF STICKERS TO SPREAD THE WORD ABOUT THE PROBLEMS AND 
SOLUTIONS OF GENETICALLY MODIFIED FOODS.
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